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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. New features 

1.1 [ADM-460] Client Data Obfuscation by API 
In the context of the GDPR, we wanted to provide an option to easily anonymize a clients identifiable 
data upon request, as an exited client has the “Right to be forgotten'. To learn more about the legal 
aspects, please go through  Art. 17 GDPR. 

To be able to anonymize a clients personal identifiable data, the client must be in  ‘exited’ state.  

The action can be done through running an API call. In order to have the permissions to anonymize a 
clients identifiable data, you must have API permissions (as the action is available through API 1.0 
only) and you must also have a special permission named ‘Anonymize Client Data’ that can be found 
under Permissions > Clients.  

The API 1.0 anonymize endpoint has the following format and can be ran by ClientID: 

POST /api/clients/{clientId}/action 

With body: 

{ 

  "action": "anonymize" 

} 

For more details on what we anonymize and what information is deleted, please access our developer 
documentation Clients API. 

A-ha Reference: ADN-14 
 

1.2 [FIX-56] - Ability to enable/disable "Interest-Free Loan" feature 
Since with V9 we're transitioning all Mambu Components to Features, we are now following up with 
moving logic towards Mambu Features for easier management. With V8.14 we've included 
Interest-Free Loan as a feature as well. If you’d like to have this feature enabled or disabled, please 
get in touch with Mambu Support. 

2. Bugs 
[CORE-1502] - Manual EOD processing is single-threaded only 
When a large amount of loans was processed on a CRON machine, the CRON would run longer as 
expected. Mambu has corrected this issue and now several accounts are executed on several threads 
and CRON run has been optimised. 

[DEP-411] - Deposit/Loan Statement does not reflect +/- for Amount 
placeholder 
With this fix, all “Amount” placeholders will reflect the positive and negative magnitude with a 
corresponding plus or minus sign. 
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[DEP-549] - Unexpected error occurs when withholding taxes are 
applied for a deposit account in foreign currency 
For a current account with a foreign currency and withholding taxes enabled, when a backdated 
deposit is made, then an error message is shown and the deposit is not made. This issue was now 
resolved and for an account as defined above the deposit transactions is made successfully. 

[NEO-1056] - Unable to add a first tranche on current date 
When trying to disburse a Tranche Loan with anticipated disbursement current date for the first 
tranche an error saying that the “Booking date cannot be before Value Date” is displayed and the 
disbursement was blocked. In V8.14, Mambu fixed the issue and now the disbursement is done 
successfully.  

[NEO-1112] - Booking Date not available on Disburse Loan dialog 
when backdate is already filled 
When disbursing a loan account with Anticipated Disbursement date in disbursement details section, 
only the backdate field is displayed and populated with Anticipated Disbursement date, while the 
booking date field is missing. In V8.14, Mambu fixed the issue and now both fields are displayed and 
populated with the Anticipated Disbursement date that was added at loan account creation. 

[TCS-1232] - Import File for other languages than English are 
downloaded in English as well 
This issue was introduced in V8.11 and we have now added a fix so that when you Download Data 
Import Template will be downloaded in the language of the user. 
 

Production release date: 20 December 2018 
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